PROGRAM FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 4, 2024     (DECLARE BY 9:00AM TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, 2024)

1   Pace  OPEN ENTER FOR MULTIPLE DIVISIONS, POSTS MAY BE ASSIGNED  $13,000-$15,000
2   Pace  NON-WINNERS $8500 L4 STS AE: NON-WINNERS 10 PM LT AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $12,500
     $24,000
3   Pace  NON-WINNERS $6500 L4 STS AE: NON-WINNERS 8 PM LT AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $11,500
     $20,000
4   Pace  NON-WINNERS $4500 L4 STS AE: NW 7 PM LT AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $14,000
     $10,000
5   Pace  NON-WINNERS $3500 L4 STS AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $11,000
     $9,000
6   Pace  6 YEAR OLDS AND YOUNGER WINNERS OF 2 BUT NOT MORE THAN 5 PM LT AE:
     NON-WINNERS $25,000 LT
     $8,500
7   Pace  NON-WINNERS $2500 L4 STS AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $8,000
     $7,500
8   Trot  OPEN (MAY ENTER FOR MULTIPLE DIVISIONS) POST POSITIONS MAY BE ASSIGNED
     $13,000-$15,000
9   Trot  NON-WINNERS $6500L4 (F&M NW $7800L4) AE: NW 8 PM LT AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE
     $11,500
     $20,000
10  Trot  NW $4,500 L4 STS. (F&M N/W $5,400 L4 STS) NW 7 PM Races or $25,000 LT AE: Claiming
     Allowance $14,000
     $10,000
11  Pace  NON-WINNERS $1000 L4 (WINNERS OVER $22,500 IN 2023 NOT ELIGIBLE) AE:
     NON-WINNERS 1 PM LT (DRAW INSIDE) AE: CLAIMING ALLOWANCE $4,000
     $5,000

* Qualifying times are 2:02 Pace 2:04 trot with allowances for track conditions and age. 3 year olds 1 second and 2 year olds 3 seconds
* All horses entered in races they are not eligible to lose preference for the race they are eligible to.
* Horses may or may not be moved to the correct class at the discretion of the race office.
* If open events are used the race office will determine which open class you race in.
* If you qualify a horse here you must race that horse here in the very next start, or risk a fine or suspension.
* Horses in qualifiers may be asked to re-qualify at the race office or Director of Racing's discretion.
* Horses that fit the original class always have preference.
* Make online entries or by phone.
* Horses that made their last start outside of WNY may only drop ONE comparable class unless approved by the race office.
* No triple class drops unless approved by the race office. Will only be used in emergency situations.
* All races may be considered sub races.
* When possible races will be split by sex.
* All trainers stabled on the grounds must be on the grounds 24 hours before the day of the race or your horse will be scratched and you may be fined.
* When possible the last race nightly will have 9 horses in it. The sixth place finisher will receive a $100 stipend.
* Stable roster sheets must be completed, up-to-date at all times, and on file in the race office.
* If you need a repair to your barn/stalls, please fill out a work request form in the race office.
* Batavia Downs has a 60 day claiming rule.
* Scratch Policy - Effective immediately - Any horse scratched from post position 8 at any track, at any time, will not be permitted to enter at Batavia Downs
* Excelsior B wins excluded